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Pending BOE Approval 

 

Watertown Board of Education 

Regular Meeting Minutes 

 

Meeting Date:   February 26, 2018 

Meeting Time:   7:30 p.m. 

Meeting Place:   Lecture Hall, Watertown High School 

 

Members Present:  Mr. Tom Lambert, Vice Chairman 

    Mr. Robert Makowski  

    Ms. Cathie Rinaldi 

    Mr. Victor Vicenzi 

Ms. Cheryl Albino 

Ms. Josephine Cavallo-Rosa 

Ms. Cindy Eastman      

 

Members Absent:  Ms. Leslie Crotty, Chairman 

    Ms. Janelle Wilk, Secretary      

          

Others Present:   Dr. Bridget Carnemolla – Superintendent of Schools 

    Mr. Thomas DiStasio – Business Manager  

    Ms. Paola Dante – Student Council Representative    

             

       

A. Convene Regular Meeting – 7:30 p.m. 

 

B. Salute to the Flag   

 

C. Roll Call – Ms. Davidson    

 

D. Minutes 

Agenda Item:   D.1a 

 Subject:   Minutes of the February 12, 2018 Regular Board of  

     Education Meeting 

 

 Motion Presented By:  Mr. Vicenzi 

 Motion Seconded By:  Ms. Eastman 
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Text of the Motion: I move that the board approve of the minutes of the 

February 12, 2018 regular board of education minutes 

as presented. 

  

Discussion: None  

 

 Opposed:   None 

 Abstained:   Mr. Makowski, Ms. Rinaldi 

 Vote:    Motion Passes  

 

Agenda Item:   D.1b 

 Subject:   Minutes of the February 14, 2018 Special Board of  

     Education Meeting 

 

 Motion Presented By:  Mr. Makowski 

 Motion Seconded By:  Ms. Rosa 

 

Text of the Motion: I move that the board approve of the minutes of the 

February 14, 2018 special board of education minutes 

as presented. 

  

Discussion: None  

 

 Opposed:   None 

 Abstained:   None 

 Vote:    Motion Passes  

 

 

E. Award Recognition  

The Watertown Board of Education would like to congratulate the following Polk Elementary 
School Students, who were recognized for their participation as members of the student council. 
 
Grade 3       Grade 4 
Leonel Cortina      Maia Colavito 
Riley Fenn      Isabella Criscione 
Caitlyn Grabel      Zachary Daponte 
Mia Melendez 
William Perez 
 

F.  Recognition and Award for Dr. Bridget Carnemolla, Superintendent of Schools 

Mr. Lambert – Dr. Carnemolla was principal of Watertown High School from 2012-2014, and 
was appointed superintendent in March 2014. She will be recognized tonight for her dedication 
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& service to the Watertown Public Schools. At this time, I would like to ask if there is anyone 
forms our audience that would like to come up to recognize Dr. Carnemolla. The first person I 
would like to come up is Rep. Joe Polletta. 
 
Rep. Polletta – Good evening. I am also joined by Ms. Kathleen Raimo, who is a member of the 

Town Council here to show our appreciation for Dr. Carnemolla. It is truly rare to find a 

dedicated, compassionate, hardworking and enthusiastic public servant these days. Tonight, I 

can proudly say that you, Dr. Carnemolla, exhibit those qualities. Rising through the ranks and 

astonishing everyone as you did so, you without a doubt have left a positive impact on our 

community, and let’s all be honest, you will be missed dearly. Thank you for always answering 

the tough questions and providing nothing but facts to the taxpayers and residents of this town. 

Your honesty did not go unrecognized. I think the people here this evening and the residents 

around town all appreciate what you have done and we will never forget. Sen. Berthel could not 

be with is this evening, but he sends his highest regards. If you would all indulge me for a 

moment, I want to share an excerpt of our official citation we presented to Dr. Carnemolla at a 

small gathering last week. This is an official citation introduced by Sen Eric Berthel of the 32nd 

District, and myself, of the 68th District, and it read, in part, “Be it hear by known to all that the 

CT General Assembly offers its sincerest congratulations to Dr. Bridget Carnemolla in recognition 

of your years of service to the Watertown Community as Principal and Superintendent of 

Schools. Under your leadership, the Watertown School System has flourished; your commitment 

to the students has been nothing short of amazing. We join your students and colleagues in 

thanking you for your service and wishing you the best in your new chapter. The entire 

membership, the Board of Education, the Town Council, myself, Sen. Berthel, extends its very 

best wishes on this memorable occasion and express the hope for continued success given this 

22nd day of February, 2018, signed by the President Pro Tem of the Senate, Speaker of the 

House, and Secretary of State.” 

 

Mr. Rich Avoletta & Mr. Anthony Fusco gave parting remarks and shared stories about Dr. 

Carnemolla. 

 

Mr. Makowski - Kind, compassionate, dedicated, charismatic, selfless. Strong, community, 

leader. Focused, engaging, fun. A straight shooter. An agent of change. 

As I sat and thought of what it is that I wanted to say tonight, only individual words came to 

mind.  These words.  These words are only a few of those that define the person that has 

brought and meant so much to our community, to our schools….to our children. You see, a 

single person may have been able to drive changes to our curriculum and help us realize the 

gains and improvements that we have seen over the last few years.  A single person may have 

been able to help us navigate through tough fiscal times and create an environment of 

responsible spending that tax payers could support.  A single person may have been able to not 

only be the face of our school district but also for our town.  A single person may have been able 

to bring stability and harmony among those that work for the Watertown School District.  But I 

don’t know of many people who would have been able to be all of these, all the time. Dr. 
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Carnemolla, you have raised the bar for Watertown.  You will leave us all in a much better 

position than you found us, and you have strengthened our foundation with which we will 

continue to build.  I truly hope that Avon appreciates who and what they are getting. If they 

don’t, they soon will. From the bottom of my heart, thank you. 

 

Mr. Lambert – Good evening. I usually don’t have a problem with what to say about most any 

issues, but to say goodbye to Dr. C. has been intimidating to say the least, even for me. Who is 

this person? What has made her what she is today? She could have been our neighborhood kid, 

the girl next door, a tom boy? A scrapper? Someone who had to earn her way, roll with the 

punches, use what she had in life and make the best with what she had. Crafty, intelligent, and a 

real charmer, but with grit and determination…she had the tools…but was that enough? Being 

raised by her family unit, she took advantage of her extended family, grandparents, cousins, 

aunts and uncles…absorbing what they offered her, changing her, redirecting her, expanding her 

surroundings. By their tutu ledge and generosity they gave her the gift of style, grace, honesty 

and humor. While explaining to her that it is so much better to drive a mint 1966 big block 

Chevy that a minivan, that it’s ok to sing, to rock on endlessly, and to have fun, but to work hard, 

earn a living and fight for what you believe in, preparing her for what was to come. 

She chose education, thank God, and took the path of teaching. Teaching kids that were less 

fortunate that this in our district, having to understand their circumstance, drawing from her life 

experiences and challenging them, and at the same time, offering hope for their future. This is 

the part of education that builds character, trying to overcome generational poverty, not 

judging, but loving, praising and mentoring, realizing that they are poor but not ignorant, 

keeping high expectations and believing in their abilities, and hopefully, winning more than 

losing. The endless trials of a teacher…but building blocks for the future.  

On to administration, other schools, and upward mobility, she expanded her education and 

landed on her feet in Watertown as our Principal at WHS. Immediately, she tacked the tough 

issues like the dress, code, discipline and disruptive behavior. Her leadership was evident by 

involving teachers in open communication, identifying areas of concern, and reviewing effective 

discipline procedures that would improve quality instruction at WHS. Hard work that led to high 

expectations for students. More education and expanding her horizons, Dr. C. became our 

Superintendent. She immediately made her mark by opening the lines of communication with 

our community. She attended PTO meetings, sports groups, one too many business luncheons, 

and after school functions. She scheduled meetings with the Police and Fire officials, Finance 

Director and Town Manager and challenged the sometimes historical adversarial relationship to 

a truly collaborative one moving our community forward together She went to the business 

leaders of our community to try to understand their needs and to partner with them to shape 

our educational systems effectiveness for the future of our students employment. All these 

relationship building efforts paid off and started to form a rapport of trust and respect between 

town and business officials, something new and refreshing, building blocks for the future. 

But in my eyes, what made Dr. Carnemolla a great and unforgettable superintendent was the 

way she interacted with the little ones, the young impressionable students at JTS. She would 

make it a point to go to each classroom and sit down on the floor, look each child in the eye and 
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talk to them.  She knew their names…and she was truly interested in what they were learning. 

She was a rock star, but more importantly, she made the connection, and the little ones will 

remember this forever…priceless. 

Then I received the email. Simple enough, no big deal, just an email with an attachment…I 

opened it, and there it was. A selfie with my twin first grade grandchildren on each side of her, 

grinning ear to ear, with Dr. C in the middle, having the time of her life. Truly building blocks for 

their future. 

Thank you, Dr. C….you gave me a simple gift…a gift that I will remember forever. You are and 

always will be a rock star in my eyes. Thank you, Godspeed and good luck. 

 

G. Report from Student Council Representative – Paola Dante 

 

Ms. Dante – John Trumbull saw their restorative practices in play during last month’s faculty 

meeting when positive comments and compliments were shared. It filled the room with feelings 

of vibrancy and upliftment, causing teachers to feel rejuvenated.  Jen Longo and Stephanie 

Martini, second grade teachers, are using instructional practices such as “Chalk Talk” after 

presenting to their grade level about the Atomic Math Conference they attended. 

In Judson news, Isabella Lombardo was chosen as the top speller in a Spelling Bee o February 

13th and will be advancing to the state competition in March at the University of St. Joseph. The 

school was also the recipient of a grant through the Watertown Foundation that funded the 

purchase of 15 Chromebooks. State Rep. Polletta will be visiting Judson on March 2nd to read to 

a third grade class in recognition of Read Across America Day. 

Last Friday, February 23rd, Polk performed their rendition of The Lion King which promised to be 

a huge success. They’d like to that Ms. Gavagan and Mr. Sorriero for all of their hard work on 

the play, and Ms. Izzy, a sub at the school, who volunteered hours of her time. Polk’s annual 

Invention Convention, spearheaded by Ms. Wilson, will be held on Tuesday, February 27th at 

5:00 p.m. 

Swift Middle School recently reviewed new Science units of study. Developed and written by 

Connecticut teachers through the Capitol Region Education Council, it prioritizes real work 

problems and teaches students to find real world solutions by applying science. One unit will be 

piloted in the spring in all three grade levels with a plan in place to implement them in full next 

year. In Social Studies classes, students participated in the Nation al Geographic Bee. For the 

second year in a row, Lance Bagley, a 7th grader, took the top prize. Lance will now be competing 

in the state level. 

At the High School, registration day for the upcoming school year took place on Wednesday, 

February 21st, and proved to be successful for all our freshmen, sophomores, and juniors. After, 

juniors received SAT prep books during the course fair in preparation for the upcoming 

assessment. A Pasta Dinner will be held by the Interact Club at the American Legion on 

Thursday, March 1st, from 5:00-8:00. Proceeds from the event will be used to support a 

Watertown resident who is currently winning his battle against cancer. Finally, we are excited to 

induct our first Leo Club members at the school this Thursday, March 1st. 
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H. Superintendent’s Recommendations and Report 
 

1. Appointments – (Information Only) 
 

Ms. Paulina Pietrorazio to the positon of long-term substitute paraprofessional, category 1, at 
Judson Elementary School, effective March 29, 2018 at an hourly rate of $12.00, working 32.5 
hours per week. 
 
Ms. Jennifer Graziano to the positon of long-term substitute paraprofessional, category 2, at 
Watertown Transition Academy, effective February 12, 2018 at an hourly rate of $12.00, 
working 32.5 hours per week. 
 

2. Transfers – (Information Only) 
 
Mr. Timothy Fisher from the position of paraprofessional, category 2 at the Watertown 
Transition Academy, to paraprofessional category 2 at Watertown High School, effective 
February 12, 2018. 
 

3. Resignations – (Information Only) 
 
None 
 

4. Superintendent’s Report 
 
Dr. Carnemolla – I want to begin by thanking the both the central office and building 
administration, faculty and staff of Watertown Public Schools for your support over the past 
six years. Since I first began my tenure in Watertown, as a principal at Watertown High 
School, I have been saying the same thing, over and over: we have an incredibly talented and 
dedicated staff, throughout this school district. Our staff is our greatest strength, and what 
we are most proud of. Your hard work and your dedication to our students, families, and 
community is the quintessential piece of our success as a school district. Thank you for 
working with and for me to advance the success of this district.  
Likewise, our parents and community members- including our Town Council, Town 
Manager, Fire and Police Chiefs-- have shown us time and time again that they want a 
strong, successful school district. Through your questions, your ideas, your engagement 
with our schools and your advocacy for high quality programs, you have contributed to 
our continued progress. We have worked together to continue to make our vision of the 
ideal Watertown Public Schools a reality. Thank you for working beside us for the success 
of this school district. 
Finally, of course, the Watertown Board of Education, even with changing membership 
over the years, has continually shown its support for our schools by advancing policies 
that keep us competitive in the 21st century, by engaging in a dialogue with our 
constituents, and by providing its one employee, the superintendent, with the latitude 
and the backing to make the necessary decisions and to make changes, when necessary. 
Your unwavering support for our students, our schools, and me has made all of the 
difference in our ability to achieve positive momentum and continued success. Thank you 
for your tireless efforts. 
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Every year at our retirement celebration, I speak about "legacy:" our work, every day, in 
every interaction, is our legacy. It is a collective legacy, it is not my legacy. The continued 
success of Watertown Public Schools will never rest in one person's hands or one person's 
work: it is in collaborative governance, shared leadership, and a collective vision. Our 
school district will continue to be successful because our staff, our Board of Education, our 
Town Council, our Police and Fire Departments, our public libraries, our highway 
department, our senior center, and all of our town employees and departments will 
continue to work together. We, as a school district and a Board of Education, will 
continue to engage our community in our schools. We will continue to advocate for a high 
quality education in our schools, as a means to both produce generation after generation 
of young people who will eventually lead this country, and, to better our own community. 
Our public schools are a mirror of our community. They are our community. And the 
students inside, and their success, is our legacy. I am humbled to have been a part of this 
community's schools, and grateful to be a part of this legacy. Thank you for six of the best 
years in my career. 

 
I. Presentation 

 
Dr. Parlato will present an overview of the district accountability index, which is provided each 
year by the Connecticut State Department of Education.  The district accountability index 
provides a progress score for each Connecticut public school district and each Connecticut 
public school using a variety of categories to determine that progress score. 
 
Dr. Parlato – Thank you. I am here to provide us with an overview of the District Accountability 
Index. They are released every year by the State Dept. of Education in February. It gives our 
district an accountability index score and one to each of our schools. The next few slides will 
show you all of the factors in coming up with the score that the State Dept. of Education takes 
into consideration. 
They look at the performance by all students in ELA, Mathematics and Science (testing in grades 
3-11) and they also look at the performance of high needs students in the same subjects. High 
needs students by definition are students who are identified in need of special education 
services, students who receive free or reduced lunch and English Language Learners.  Another 
part of the calculation show how much our students grow in grades 3-8 when they take the 
Smarter Balanced Assessments in ELA and Math and also looking at the same high needs 
students and how they grow in grades 3-8 who take those assessments. So it is not only the 
score they get in a given year, but the growth they demonstrate year over year. They also take 
into consideration the percent of student who have more than 20 absences in the school year, 
which is the state’s definition of chronic absenteeism.  
Some of the indicators are high school only, but do count for the entire district score. They look 
at how many students are participating in at least one of the following: two courses in AP or 
UConn Early College Experience, or two courses in one of the 17 career/technical education 
categories or two workplace experience course in any area. (College and readiness factor) They 
look at what percentage of students that meet the benchmark score in the SAT, ACT or AP test. 
They also look at 9th graders earning at least five credits in this year. There is a lot of research 
that shows that students struggle in going from 8th to 9th grade often because high school 
expectation are much more challenging than what they are used to. So they must earn credit 
and pass the core content classes. They also look at graduation rate…what percent of students 
graduate in 4 years and what percent of high need students graduate at the end of 6 years. They 
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also look at the percent of students that enroll at a 2 or 4 year postsecondary institution any 
time during the first year after high school and they also look at physical fitness…they look at 
the percentage of students that participate as well as the percentage of students that pass the 
state physical assessment. Finally, they look at arts access. That is the percentage of students in 
grades 9-12 participating in at least one dance, theater, music or visual areas course in the 
school year. All of those factors are mixed together or come up with your score. The target score 
is 88 for each district and for each school which is a very ambitious goal established by the state 
of CT. It is very rare for a district to get an 88 and out of the 169 towns you won’t see more than 
2 or 3 that have an 88.  
For the year that just finished, 2016-2017, we scored 77.9 compared to year over year from 15-
16 at a 76.6, so we grew nicely. Looking our DRG D, where we are compared to 23 other towns 
demographically and socioeconomically, and we scored 10 out of the 24 towns. That is a very 
big deal. This is why: in 2015-15, we ranked 21 out of 24, in 2015-16, we ranked 18 out of 24 and 
in 2016-17, we ranked 10 out of 24…that is a fantastic amount of growth over those three years. 
At the same time, they calculate individual school scores and they give schools different 
categories. They give the school, current testing year, prior year score and testing category from 
1 to 5. 1 is the highest you can get and if you are placed in category 4 or 5 that means you are 
eligible for some state assistance or support. That may be because a certain score is lagging 
behind. JTPS does not take any smarter balanced assessments, so they only count absenteeism. 
They do not get a category score as they don’t have any to count. For 16/17, they have a 77 and 
for 15/16 have a 86.3, again, only chronic absenteeism. For Judson, in 16/17 they have a 71 and 
for 15/16 they have a72.6 and their category is a 2. Polk has a 79.3 for 16/17 and a 70.9 in 15/16 
with a category of 1. Swift has a 73.3 for 16/17 and a 72.9 in 15/16 with a category of 2 and 
finally at WHS for 16/17, they have a 76.7 up from a 74.6 in 15/16, with a category of a 4 and 
that area of focus is Math, not only for regular students but for high needs as well. We have 
been working on math for about 4 years now, so that is not a huge surprise. 
We have a category 1 school that I would like to highlight. In the eyes of the St. Dept. of 
Education is called a School of Distinction. That is Polk School. Only 124 schools out of 1,148 
total public schools are names Schools of Distinction. They were named that because of their 
academic growth rate of all students as well as for high needs students. I would also like to 
highlight that historically, five years ago when I arrived, Polk was a category 5 school. There was 
a state required intervention and governance council which meant they were close to having a 
good amount of school push in or “state takeover” because the scores were where they were. 
So in five years, we have gone from a category 5 school to a school of distinction, which is 
absolutely remarkable and speaks to the efforts of the teachers and staff and Mrs. Fekete as the 
leader of the school. 
Overall, it does not seem like 88 is too far away, which is the state’s target, as I mentioned. 
Being 10th in the DRG is really an attribute to the teachers in each of our schools. There are 
schools that are below us that have a lot of resources, personnel, textbooks, etc…so that 19th 
place in the DRG really speaks to me about the efforts of our administrators and teachers to 
make sure our students achieve and that every single day we are talking about student 
achievement and making our schools better. 
 

J. Items of Discussion 
 

1. Interim Superintendent 
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Dr. Carnemolla – I have the recommendation tonight that Dr. Parlato be named the interim 
superintendent to overlap the time that I will depart the district to the time that Dr. Harrison 
can begin. My last day in the district is March 5th, so from Tuesday March 6th to 
approximately April 23rd when Dr. Harrison starts, it is our recommendation that Dr. Parlato 
be named Interim Superintendent. A few things about Dr. Parlato that most of us know but I 
think is important to note for the record, Dr. Parlato started with us back in 2013 as the 
Director of Curriculum and Instruction , Assessment, and Professional Development. We 
changed her title to a more apt title for the work she was doing for me and us to the 
Assistant Superintendent this past September. She is a graduate of the University of 
Connecticut, where she earned a double bachelor’s degree in English and Secondary 
Education, a Master’s degree in Curriculum and Instruction. Her Doctorate is in 
Educational/Organizational Leadership from the University of Pennsylvania. On a personal 
note, I wanted to note that I was there they day she presented her dissertation and I just 
want to note how proud I was she worked for us in this district.  She was a 20 year classroom 
teacher and administrator in the Berlin school district before she joined us in Watertown 
Public Schools five years ago. You will see that we have agreed upon a rate as a difference of 
pay, as she will be functioning in the Superintendent role, which is $125/day. Which is 
certainly fair as she will have no right hand in her role as I am currently lucky enough to have. 
  

2. Safety & Security 
 
Dr. Carnemolla – We have a discussion about safety and security on the board agenda just so 
we can revisit our plans and what we have done in Watertown Public Schools, in light of the 
tragedy of what happened in Parkland and having safety and security so fresh in our minds so 
we want to revisit with these unfortunate and difficult and impossible events we hope we are 
never confronted with. 
The first thing that I want to reiterate, we have completely updated safety and security plans 
and we began that process three years ago. We used a template from the Department of 
Emergency Management and Homeland Security for the basis of our plans. Those are 
confidential plans, but all board members have seen the plans in previous executive sessions 
and have approved those plans. The plans are developed by safety committees in each of the 
schools that include teachers, administrators, emergency management personnel, and the 
central office. They are finally reviewed again by the superintendent, the fire chief, the police 
chief and the board chair, and then signed off on by all of us before they are turned into the 
state. Those plans encompass every eventuality of possible situations that the district or 
school might have to respond to from weather issues to issues of violence. They have specific 
steps that are followed by school personnel, by law enforcement, by town officials, and we 
reiterate those plans each year with the faculty and staff that work in the buildings and we 
have updated training on that as necessary. 
We also have worked closely in Watertown our Town Officials and Police and Fire 
departments to run a number of drills including evacuations so that we are more fully 
prepared and we debrief after each of those sessions. That said, we do have plans in place 
and our faculty and staff are well versed in those plans, as well as the coordinating agencies, 
from the Torrington Area Heath District to the bus company, and every piece in between. We 
also, as a reminder, apply for the security grant from the State, twice since I have been the 
superintendent, and we made a number of security changes to the schools. We talked about 
these in depth a couple of years ago, but it was only a couple of months after I became 
Superintendent that we went to the town council and asked for the money for the original 
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security upgrades so that we could take advantage of those grants because it was not in our 
budget. The town council approved that and gave us hundreds of thousands of dollars, some 
of which we received back in grant funds and turned back over to the town. Some of what 
that original grant money provided was the surveillance cameras throughout all of the 
schools, the penetration resistant vestibule, which is the film we have on the glass, (this does 
not mean bullet proof, it is a film that goes over the glass for individuals on the outside to see 
inside of the glass), we put in solid core doors, electronic locks, entry door buzzer systems, 
scan card systems, panic alarms and real time operable communications with the police 
department. We took the security grant further and put in the other entry way systems, this 
past school year, that mirrored what they had at Swift, that takes a picture of the individual 
and of the license which is part of the signing in and out and we are looking for red flags from 
those licenses. We have made additions to the communications to all of the buildings with 
two way radios, which are a necessary piece of school safety. So I thought it was important to 
revisit the tremendous amount of work that the district has done in conjunction with the 
town over the past three years. That said, we are also scheduled to have a meeting on 
Monday March 5th, as a follow up meeting in light of recent events, to revisit our plans again 
to see if there are questions from the buildings related to the plans given what happened in 
Florida. The fire chief, the police chief, the town manager, all of our building administrators 
and central office will be there and we will again, go through the basics of what we have set 
up and make determination on whether or not we have the need to make any changes. 
These plans are updated every single year and that has been happening already. We have 
safety and security meetings and these committees throughout the year and an updated plan 
is generated before the end of every school year for approval and submitted to the state and 
then to Homeland Security after we receive approval, sometime over the summer before we 
move onto the next school year. 
 

3. 2018-2019 Proposed Budget 
 
Dr. Carnemolla – I am not going to run through the entirety of what I presented already, but I 
will go through the slides and hit the highlights and spend a bit more time on the updated 
piece since I last saw you so that we can hopefully vote on a budget tonight. 
We develop our budget with a meeting with all of our administrators and had our two 
meetings with the board also, where we focused on our district goals and tried to align our 
expenditures with what we are planning to do in the schools. They are literacy, problem 
solving, school safety and communication and facilities.  
You can see the highlights here of the District and this is how I see the district spending our 
money. This is where I see us putting our funds. I am going to stop at the 18/19 highlights as 
there are changes here. Since we met two weeks ago and we had news on the health 
insurance, I have combed through to see if there are any mitigate some of those expenses, 
we had to go back to the proverbial drawing board and see if there are any changes again 
that we can make. We have made further reductions, but I want to point out one of the 
changes that is here that we did not speak about last time. These are all still in the budget as 
they are the most important facets that we see as non-negotiables to the continued progress 
of the district and to be able to maintain our facilities and school security. For the text books, 
the bottom line is we either have to have these textbooks or the ones that we typically buy 
and the difference in price there is negligible. We will leave the Investigations series so we 
have the continuation from 1 – 5. We are leaving the walkie-talkies in as we talked about 
taking that down from the original level but need to keep the buildings with the minimum 
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amount for safety. The math specialist…you see we need to continue to make progress in 
grades 7 – 9, so it is imperative that we keep the Math Instructional Specialist for grades 1 – 
12 and it is grant funded so it is not impacting our bottom line. The asphalt repairs…we had a 
long meeting on if we could cut some of this back and the bottom line is no. If we don’t make 
some of these repairs in this year, it will be twice as costly in the coming years. This is our 
obligation to maintain these buildings and not have higher costs down the road. 
The one piece that is here, the Judson HVAC flexible hose retrofit… The rubber flexible hoses 
are failing and leaking glycol and damaging the area below. In addition, the isolation valves 
are downstream of the hoses so they cannot be used to stop the leaks. There are 10 units- 6 
rooftops, 4 air handlers at Judson and we need to do some retro fitting of these hoses as a 
preventative measure to make sure we don’t have a failure from the age of these hoses 
because we don’t want glycol leak. That would be a monumental problem. That number was 
in the budget, but we were firming up the need and number and I wanted to be sure we 
pointed it out tonight. The roof repair at John Trumbull is essential so we don’t incur more 
damage. We are going forward with the roof assessment management program so we can 
mitigate any roofing issues that we can before we are putting full roofs onto buildings. 
These are the same reductions we talked about last time, staff reductions is a net loss of 
positions in the district, which as you know is very difficult and to maintain our programs and 
feasible class sizes that are in line with not only good teaching and learning but also fire code. 
To that end, we did reduce some of our teaching staff through attrition but we also have a 
net loss due to position reductions. We have an art teacher at the high school, two more that 
are non-renewed positions, special education and social studies, resulting in some changing 
of schedules. We are looking at moving some of our individuals to cover for losses in other 
areas including the reduction of a -5 position. We were not able to put the FT music teacher 
in and in the last time we met, we talked about of changing one of our part time teachers to 
full time to make up, but it is reduced out.  So total staff reductions is $625, 363, which is a 
huge number and is putting us, in some cases, at a loss of how we continue on with some of 
our operations. For example, our secretaries…I met with the union today because when you 
reduce positions, the work still has to be done, so it’s who is doing the work and what does 
that look like from a contract standpoint. We will continue to deal with that as we have more 
reductions that we are forced to make with the current hiring freeze and in the difficult 
budget year moving forward.  
Since we last met, these are the additional budget reductions. We further reduced the 
salaried an additional $174, 078 by utilizing federal grant funding for 2.5 teacher salaries and 
we made additional facilities reductions with a long list, but a total of $47, 455. We talked 
about why these are all necessary, and they all are still necessary, and next year they will be 
necessary and the list will be longer but we are trying to make difficult decisions while 
making the progress that we have made within the confines of this budget. The areas of 
savings remain the same as the last time I presented them to you. They are the results of us 
going back and analyzing previous year’s trends and changing future projections based on the 
amount of money that we actually used in lines and also in trying to reduce some areas.  
We do have some revenue opportunities. Our projected revenue for sports is less than it was 
in previous years primarily because of the number of students who are qualifying for 
assistance and not therefore able to pay for the fees. The Mills Complex….that is our 
conservative projected revenue from selling the banners. Our transition academy…we are 
still moving forward with bringing in additional students from other districts and we have a 
projected $140,000 offset to our special education budget, which is fantastic given the 
continual rising of the special education budget. 
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The health insurance increase has not change. The percentage that the board owes has not 
changed. So to be clear, the town gets a premium and the board pays 70% of the premium. 
We pay that percent based on the previous year’s claims have added up to be. So in the 
previous year, 70% of the claims belong to the board of education. Fast forward and we pay 
70% and that is just the increase to that piece. Our special education costs are certainly a 
driver in this budget. It is a 1.25% increase over the cost of last year due to outplacements, 
rising costs of services, transportation…we are looking at a little over a half a million dollars 
of an increase, year over year. Last time, the overall budget after insurance and special 
education, we were at 1.21%. So we talked about the reductions that we did to bring that 
number down further. This is our overall increase to our 18/19 if you excluded the two non-
negotiables. We absolutely need to pay our health insurance and we will absolutely need to 
pay, at minimum the special education costs that we are projecting forward right now.  That 
is how we came up with that increase and that was over 5 last time and now you can see we 
are at 4.6. 
Here is where I want to stop for a moment and talk about something else. In making these 
further reductions and spending a lot of time looking at the budget once again, something 
became more apparent in this year as we are preparing than has been in previous years. We 
say true and accurate budgeting where we are transparent and utilizing a zero based budget 
and moving forward looking at our expenses requires a scrutiny and analysis of what our 
actual expenditures are in any given year. We have done that line over line and we are given 
the health insurance projections about February of every year. But the insurance companies 
and brokers need to put these numbers together and give them to us. We are self-insured, so 
they are projections. They use the claims from the previous year, they do actuarial analysis of 
what the next year may look like based on the number of claims that they had, who still on 
the insurance and who has been removed, whose claim may not require additional funds and 
so on. They give us that projection. They are basically telling us what we can expect to spend 
as a town. Being self-insured, no matter what, we are paying the bills. We have to rely on 
their best projections. That said, last year, and currently in the year we are living in, we’ve 
had to have additional appropriations made to both to both the town and the Board of Ed 
budget to pay the insurance costs. And that is a communist thinking about the actual budget 
versus what we are often talking about this early on in the process, on both the town and the 
board side, because the reality is at this time next year, or on June 30 next year, that is when 
we will truly know what the health costs were. Right now, we are projecting forward and 
using the numbers we’re given, doing the best we can. That said, if we work with our actual 
expenditures, and not with the original budget was, from the town or the board March, April, 
May or June of last year….as Guy Buzzannco used to say to me, “Where we landed the plane 
was not where we took off from.” The budget that was our potential budget this time last 
year is not where it ended up for many reasons. One being what the state did and didn’t 
fund, the other being the health insurance claims that we are obligated by law to pay. In 
16/17, our original budget was $41,071,797. By the end of that fiscal year, we as a board 
alone were appropriated an additional $2.6 million. $2,664,057. So what was our actual 
operating budget in 16/17? $43 million. In 17/18, the year that we are living in, we started at 
$41,957,678 and that was after all of the cuts we made and what we are looking at this point, 
is having the town appropriate from the general fund, to both the town and the board 
budget, to cover the medical costs. So we expect to end this year at $43,457,678. In other 
words, that will be our actual budget. So when you look at what we are now proposing 
for18/19, it is a total of $43,886,030. So if we are going to compare apples to apples, those 
are actual budget numbers, this is the number we are proposing with what we are very 
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hopeful, based on the numbers from the insurance companies and working hard as a board 
and town to appropriately fund the medical line, that is what is key here. Yes, the insurance 
numbers are large, but if we don’t them into the lines are we are doing a shorting ourselves 
as a town. Where to put them in the line now to make sure we can cover the medical 
expenses in the coming year or not, and we will pay for them on the backend. This is the 
conversation we had starting Friday and again over the weekend, and again this morning. 
When we finally looked at what the actuals were, and retroactively look at the money that 
was spent, suddenly this made more sense. When we propose a $43,886,000 budget, which 
is a .99% increase from last year. It matters of the actual budget was, not where it started. 
The reason that we have to look at it differently, and this is not historically how we have 
looked at these budgets, because historically this has not been the way it was. One, generally 
speaking, we funded by the state the way that we are supposed to, the way at least, they 
said they would, instead of pulling the rug out from under us, nine months into the budget 
year or we didn’t suffer the kind of catastrophic losses to the insurance that we have over the 
past two years have required this kind of extra appropriation. So if you look at what I am 
proposing tonight in actuality our budget from 17/18, our actual monies spent $43,457,678. 
Add on our special education cost increase, and take out what is the net savings, which when 
you look at it here doesn’t seem like much when you’re looking at the other slides and 
looking at $625,000 in staff reductions and another hundred plus thousand dollars all told in 
facilities and other items, those are the gross reductions. That is balancing our some of the 
other fixed costs are arising from. We still have contractual increases and transportation, for 
example is up 3%. No matter what we will pay an additional 3% for transportation. That’s 
regular transportation, not even talking about special services transportation. When you look 
at all of the increases that we have faced and all of the reductions that we made the budget I 
am proposing tonight is $125,000 less in theory, than it was in the previous year. But for the 
Special Ed increases. Including insurance, that is increase you will see including what we 
spent last year versus what we are proposing tonight. I think we have a fiscal observation to 
be responsible and to put the correct amount of money in these insurance lines as both the 
board in the town. Any further reductions this budget, when you look at it this way you see 
where we are impacting. It is a pay now or pay later situation. If we put the money into fund 
appropriately be somewhat the history has been, the worst thing that happens we’ve 
managed to have a better year, but the fund is replenished. That is better for us as a whole 
town. The money will be there to pay the claims and to replenish what they have taken from 
the general fund that should be there for the other projects that are needed in town also and 
to maintain bonding. 
I am not going to do this line by line because we have done this through the presentation 
where you can see the changes were but I will point out a couple of things where they may 
look off, but as you know, that may be the result of changes to where we put things in line 
items and so contractual changes that may take place in a particular year. For example, the 
principles and assistant principals is only a difference of $46,000, because at the smaller 
number the percentage looks larger at 3.78% and that is because of the additional workdays 
of the principles now have. Some of the other highlights here, the paraprofessionals is a 
contractual obligation for the year of their contract and the rest you can seamlessly 
reductions. The coaches, the 4% increase there, looks like a large percentage increase but the 
dollar amount is only $11,000 and they are in the teacher’s contract, so there increases were 
governed by those contractual obligations. That’s a total amount between their years of 
experience and their raises as coaches. I want to point out as a side, because I am often 
asked about this, generally speaking, our coaches are not highly paid in comparison to other 
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districts. Even looking at $11,000 increase it’s still not what many of them would hope to 
have seen. Some of the numbers that we don’t control and there is no mitigation of…. 
workers comp insurance is up, the pension contributions have changed a bit on our end and 
on the town end. There have been no changes on a contractual basis that would increase it, 
but it’s partially to do with the multipliers and the age of the people, how close are they to 
retirement, and the change that sometimes occur that we have to put additional funding in. 
CIGNA, as you can see, is an 18.27% increase over what we had budgeted for last year. Our 
employee assistance, we have just funded the line on its own so hundred percent increase 
that you see is just because we put that in and that is something that we, from a human 
resources standpoint, are required to have for any person who may the assistance in a 
number of ways personally that can impact them professionally. Professional and technical 
services...that line is up quite a bit, which is special education driven, these are services that 
we provide to our neediest of students. Some are nursing services, some are behavioral 
services, a lot of our outside contract services that we have worked hard over the years to 
reduce but we still utilize for the students that need them. We have a change in our software 
services contracts and that is due to reducing in other ways…the email that I spoke about last 
time the host server some of this on the flipside, has to with our subscriptions and so on for 
students. It’s only $10,000, but it does look like a larger increase. Our legal counsel I did not 
touch, because the year we are going into we start contract negotiations with at least three 
contracts so I wanted to leave that as it is. Our service training we did reduce a bit, which is 
our professional development for teachers, and as you know, we are working hard to make 
sure that our teachers have whatever training they need and want, however we’ve been 
working to reduce some of the costs associated with it and do as much as we can and house. 
Our professional services are down just a bit and that is just by looking at the lines and 
projecting forward. Our utilities, you can see they are all in as zeroes, and that is given the 
most recent information that we have. There can always be changes there put this is always a 
way to try to make accurate projections looking at year-over-year. Our maintenance projects, 
as you can see, we talked about what we reduced there and you can see that is down. This is 
the last year of our transportation contract and in this last year there is a 3% change. I should 
say that many districts that are going out to bid are seeing very high transportation 
contracting increases, so as we put this out to bid again in the following year, we need to 
keep a close eye on this line item. Our Special Ed, and district and out of district, that is 
transportation… that was increased already because of transportation contract increase and 
the athletic transportation field trips being up a bit is us looking at actual numbers and 
ensuring we have accuracy in that line. Property insurance remained the same and liability 
insurance is up just a bit. Travel and conferences… I am often asked about this… The 
percentage change and nearly 30%, but it is only an $8800 change. We aren’t sending folks 
out to play golf, the majority of this is mileage. This is mileage that is done in district. A 
perfect example of this, is as you know, we share a number of staff members between Polk 
and Judson. By law, when they try between the two buildings, with a mileage. So we have to 
report accuracy here. Our licensing and dues and fees are up just a little bit and that is 
something that we can’t control related to a number of the organizations that we have to be 
part of, such as the CIAC. Our special education is up substantially, and this is after we have 
reduce them by projected excess cost reimbursement. We took out the two tuitions that we 
paid in the past as a result of tightening this budget. You can see there is an increase in 
teaching supplies and that is us primarily looking at what we actually need to get the job 
done year-over-year and making sure our teachers have what they need. Testing materials 
and scoring is primarily special-education driven because there are standardized tests that 
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we have to give and they come with a fee to have the most up-to-date version and the 
licenses to them. Textbooks and workbooks is us looking to reduce or we could. These are 
not huge examples but again, you can see how tightly we went through every single budget 
line and reduced where we could. Equipment and capital outlay, obviously that is being 
reduced, as a result of the facilities reductions. Our budget offsets include the revenue that 
we expect in the earlier slides, the Transition Academy, athletics, the E-rate funding, and 
then if you look, this is where we talked about where we ended the budget for the actual 
expenditures of 17/18, we had an additional appropriation to our budget of $1.5 million, so 
where we expect and this year is $43,457,678. We are proposing, even with all that insurance 
increase, a $43,886,030 budget. That is an additional $428,352, which is net after all the cuts 
that we made, and that is a .99% increase over the actual budget amount. 

 
K. Public Participation (Please state name, address and topic of discussion) 

 
None 
 

L. Committee Reports:  
 

Curriculum and Instruction Committee, Ms. Cathie Rinaldi, Chair – No 
Policy and Labor Committee, Mr. Victor Vicenzi, Chair – No 
Budget and Finance Committee, Mr. Thomas Lambert, Chair – No 
Facilities/PBC/Operations Committee, Mr. Thomas Lambert, Chair – No 
Governance and Community Engagement Committee, Mr. Robert Makowski, Chair – No 
 

M. Communications – Secretary  
 
None 
 

N. Report from the Board Chair 
 
None 
 

O. Action Items – Adoption of Items to be Approved by Consent 
 

Agenda Item:   O.1 

Subject: Consideration to Approve the Proposed 2018-2019 

Budget 

 

 Motion Presented By:  Mr. Vicenzi 

 Motion Seconded By:  Mr. Makowski 

 

Text of the Motion: Mr. Chair, I move that the Board of Education approve 

of the proposed budget for the fiscal year 2018-2019 as 

recommended by the superintendent of schools. 

  

Discussion: None 
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 Opposed:   None 

 Abstained:   None 

 Vote:    Motion Passes  

 

Agenda Item:   O.2 

Subject: Consideration to Approve the Appointment of Dr. Janet 

Parlato as Interim Superintendent of Schools from 

March 6, 2018 – April 22, 2018. 

 

 Motion Presented By:  Ms. Rinaldi 

 Motion Seconded By:  Ms. Rosa 

 

Text of the Motion: Mr. Chairman, I move that the Board of Education 

approve the appointment of Dr. Janet Parlato as Interim 

Superintendent of Schools from March 6, 2018 – April 

22, 2018 at a per diem rate of $125 per day. 

  

Discussion: None  

 

 Opposed:   None 

 Abstained:   None 

 Vote:    Motion Passes  

 

Agenda Item:   O.3 

Subject: Consideration to Approve an Out of Town Field Trip to 

Hartford, Connecticut  

 

 Motion Presented By:  Mr. Makowski 

 Motion Seconded By:  Ms. Eastman 

 

Text of the Motion: Mr. Chairman, I move that the Board of Education 

approve of the out of town field trip to Hartford, 

Connecticut for approximately four (4) Watertown High 

School students and one (1) chaperone. Students will 

travel to Hartford, Connecticut from April 19 through 

April 21, 2018 and will participate in the All-State Music 

Festival. 

  

Discussion: None  

 

 Opposed:   None 
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 Abstained:   None 

 Vote:    Motion Passes 

 

Agenda Item:   O.4 

Subject: Consideration to Approve and Out of State Field Trip to 

Detroit, Michigan  

 

 Motion Presented By:  Mr. Vicenzi 

 Motion Seconded By:  Ms. Albino 

 

Text of the Motion: Mr. Chairman, I move that the Board of Education 

approve of an out of state field trip to Detroit, Michigan 

for approximately twenty three (23) Watertown High 

School Students and six (6) chaperones. The Watertown 

High School Robotics Team will participate in robotics 

with other teams from around the world from April 24, 

2018 through April 29, 2018. 

  

Discussion: None  

 

 Opposed:   None 

 Abstained:   None 

 Vote:    Motion Passes  

 

P. Future Agenda Items and Board Members’ Comments 

Ms. Albino - I was so impressed with The Lion King at Polk Friday night.  This musical theatre 

experience provided opportunities for these students to learn how to collaborate, cooperate 

and compromise to work together as a cast to produce a truly fabulous  show, as it was a team 

effort from ticket sales to live show!   The casts’ talent, determination and passion to perform 

shined through and their confidence increased with each performance! Being one of the 

“Backstage Moms”, I saw how well the cast and crew worked together, knew their roles and 

responsibilities and strived to do their very best throughout each show. Performing on stage 

provides numerous skills far beyond acting, improvisation and the standing ovation ~ so many 

benefits that are carried throughout life, such as higher academic achievement, teaching 

compassion/empathy by transforming into different characters, learning to express different 

emotions that they may not get to experience daily, improved recall/memory, quick thinking, 

collaboration/teamwork, increased confidence/self-esteem levels and less anxiety in any 

presentation/performance/ situation public speaking, sports, social situations, bullying, etc. So 

proud of each and every child. Congratulations on a job well done. My most sincere thanks and 

deepest gratitude to Principal Fekete, Ms. Gavagan, Mr. Sorriero and Ms. Izzi for inspiring, 

guiding, coordinating, planning, building, painting, organizing, supporting and sharing your 
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expertise with this amazing group of students.  The sound and set were amazing!   The show was 

phenomenal. Thanks to all of the parents who helped make the show successful and FABULOUS!   

The costumes were incredible.  The theatre playbook was beautifully crafted!  Thanks to all of 

the local businesses who purchased an ad to support local children’s theatre.  Thanks to my 

husband, Mark Albino, for helping build the set and seeking the lumber donation from Bushka 

Lumber & Millwork Co., LLC in Waterbury.  No show can be successful without support from the 

families and community. I also want to take a moment to congratulate Principal Fekete and her 

staff at Polk, some of them here this evening, for receiving Watertown’s first School of 

Distinction. Wishing you all continued success. Lastly, I wish Dr. Carnemolla the best of luck in 

her new position.  It has been a pleasure working with you! The kids will miss you and we will 

surely miss you! 

Mr. Makowski – I just want to mirror what Ms. Albino said. The presentation of the Lion King at 

Polk…I was literally grinning ear to ear from the beginning to the end. It was just amazing. What 

I came out of it thinking was that we need to get more community members to come to these 

school events. Whether it is the athletics, these performances, and so I hope that anyone who 

went can share their experience and education their friends and neighbors to try and come to 

these events. It was really amazing. 

Mr. Lambert – I would like to say a few words about our Chairwoman, Leslie Crotty. She 

desperately wanted to be here to night but could not attend. Leslie, you can be sure that our 

thoughts are with you as we celebrate our departing Superintended here tonight. We should 

remember, as I’m sure Dr. C can attest, the behind the scenes time and effort that a great 

Chairperson puts in every day. From working with the Superintendent in setting the agenda to 

attending all board committee meetings, she set the tone of any successful board and spends 

many hours working with the superintendent. She is the glue that keeps everyone on track, 

points us in the right direction and is our cheerleader when times are tough. Thank you for 

always being there for this board, our superintendent, and especially for our students. 

Q. Public Participation (Please state name, address and topic of discussion) 

 
None 
 
 

R. Adjournment 

 

 Agenda Item:   R.1 

 Subject:   To adjourn the meeting 

 

 Motion Presented By:  Ms. Rosa 

 Motion Seconded By:  Ms. Albino 

 

 Text of the Motion:  Mr. Chairman, I move that we adjourn 
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 Discussion:   None 

 

 Opposed:   None 

 Abstained:   None 

 Vote:    Motion Passes 

 

The meeting adjourned at 9:40 p.m. 

 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Mindi Davidson 

Recording Secretary 

 

Janelle Wilk 

Secretary of the Board 


